
What an exceptional day this race was. Nothing about the day disappointed me. I do believe 

that the Xtreme triathlon race is a true test of endurance, as there is no external motivation 

other than your internal desire to finish and proof to yourself that you can do it. There is no 

crowds or show business, just you and your team. One of the sayings I live by is that the 

mind will find a way to keep moving forward, and this race showed it. As not only do you 

face the challenge of the huge amount of kilometres that you need to finish, you also need 

to fight the extreme Karoo heat with a hell of a lot of elevation gains.  

 

To break down the race in a paragraph. The swim was exceptional! At the start, all the 

crowds and 0.5 athletes counted us down to start our race. I've also never experienced such 

a warm and respected feeling amongst athletes than on that start line. With better weather 

and currents than expected (I think we were lucky) the swim felt amazing and actually went 

by quickly. Even though I did swim a few extra miles as I got lost a bit. TIP: Don't wear clear 

goggles, as the sun rises you can't see anything!!  

The bike was the most amazing scenery bike I have ever done, and I have raced in 

beautiful places before. Not Spain, Malaysia, France, or even Austria could beat this ride. 

Yes, we climbed a lot but isn't that why we entered because nothing would be easy? O, and 

why does nobody warn you about the hill outside Wilderness? I think that was the worst 

one off the day for me.  

 

Then the run came along and o, boy! The start felt great as you wind down the valley and 

then you get the checkpoint with the friendly Xtreme family, and my guess is after that for 

15km nothing seems friendly anymore. I kept thinking during the run, this is an amazing 

gravel or MTB route - NOT RUNNING! haha. The challenge to climb so much with tired legs 

while also sliding a bit on the gravel with your legs being fatigued and all stabilizing muscles 

dead make this really one hell of a run. But the best part is when you run up that hill and 

hear those bells! You feel all the fatigue escaping your body and the feeling of real 

accomplishment which I find difficult to explain in words. You can only experience it yourself 

to truly understand.  

 

The thing I loved most about this race was to be in control of everything you needed and 

knowing your body or getting to know it quickly. To plan your nutrition and to share all of it 

with your family. To know when to push and when to just pace yourself.  

This was my first ever Xtreme distance race, so I will be back!! 

 

Magda Nieuwoudt 


